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Introduction
»

What is the OSDU™ Forum?
–

»

The Open Group OSDU™ Forum is an industry consortium that enables stakeholders in the
Energy industry to collaborate on the development of transformational technology to support
the world's changing and evolving Energy needs

What is the OSDU™ D-WIS Program?
–
–

The OSDU D-WIS (Drilling and Wells Interoperability Standards) Program is a project within
the OSDU Forum that focuses on the development of standards that enable true
interoperability among systems, products and services in the well construction domain
The OSDU D-WIS program will also play a role in transforming the OSDU Forum into an
‘Integrated Upstream’ solution with ‘real-time’ and ‘edge’ capabilities
•
•

»

Our focus is on the ‘well execution phase’ (i.e. with a drilling rig on location)
Has ties to the ‘well planning’, ‘production’, and future ‘well intervention’ phases, including
‘plug and abandonment’

Trademark attribution
–

OSDU™ and the OSDU logo™ are trademarks of The Open Group.
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Current Industry Conditions: Why OSDU™?
» Data and applications are highly interlinked
– Often proprietary file formats and types

» Data is stored in silos
– Lineage is not there – hard to trace how a decision was made

» Lack of metadata
– What does the data mean?

» Limited search capabilities
– Many hurdles can exist in finding the data you need

» Data structure/quality is not suitable for data-driven
applications such as AI
– Cleaning data is cumbersome
– Sometimes we need the answer in pseudo real-time
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OSDU Forum Objectives
» Developing a standard data platform for the oil and gas industry
– Enabling secure, reliable, global, and performant access to all
subsurface and wells data

» Putting all subsurface and wells data into a single data platform:
– Reduces current data silos to enable transformational workflows

» Separating data from applications (API):
– The data platform is driven by the OSDU Forum members

» Creating a stable platform for software companies, etc. to
develop & deploy value-adding applications based on the data
– Accelerates the deployment of emerging digital solutions for better
decision-making

This will revolutionize the industry’s ability to deliver new capabilities and reduce
implementation and lifecycle costs across the E&P community
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OSDU Forum: Current status
»

OSDU R1 and R2 have been released

»

Mainly based on Shell SDU and Schlumberger Delfi Data Platforms

»

Now Open Source and therefore fully controlled by OSDU Forum
members and NO single party

»

OSDU R3: Covering Exploration / Development / Wells  Production
release expected Q1-2021

»

Available for Public Cloud and On Premise (Nigeria / etc.).

»

Applications via Market Place

»

Operators starting to prepare for R3

»

Third parties starting to develop apps for the OSDU Data Platform
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OPERATOR MEMBERS

Supported by 170+ members
SUPPLIER MEMBERS

OSDU Vision: OSDU Data Platform – Major Roadmap Steps
» There are several important steps on the roadmap to realize the
overall vision such as:
– ‘’Integrated upstream’’: Making sure that the full spectrum of upstream
services (exploration to production) is enabled by the OSDU Data Platform
– ‘’Realtime as the standard”: Making sure that any amount of real-time
data can be handled by the OSDU Data Platform and linked edge facilities
– ‘’End-to-end for more services’’: Supporting the complete supply chain for
existing (oil and gas) and ‘new energy’ sources  B2B & B2C
– ‘’Any mixture of energy sources”: The OSDU Data Platform is ready to
support a much broader spectrum of data types
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Applications

OSDU Roadmap: 2021 – 2022  Adding Energy Sources
Imaging
&
Interpretation

Field
Development
Plan

Artificial
Intelligence

Digital Twin

B2B/B2C

API (standard interface for accessing the data)
OSDU Data Platform: Single Data Platform (system of record / insights)
OSDU R3 covers:
• Exploration
• Development
• Wells

Released
Q1-2021
(production)

OSDU R3+ covers:
• Upstream Production
• Drilling

Planned for
Mid 2021
(production)

OSDU R3++ covers:
• Solar
• Windfarm
• Hydrogen
• Geo-Thermal
• CCUS

The OSDU Data Platform is an ‘open energy’ data platform
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Trading:
Power

REALTIME

Planned for
2021/2022
(production)

The OSDUTM ‘D-WIS Program’
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D-WIS: Background
» The Drilling and Wells Interoperability Standards (D-WIS) industry initiative
was formed in 2018 to:
– Consolidate various industry efforts working on drilling automation, data quality,
and advanced analytics
– Provide a collaborative environment to examine industry needs, identify gaps,
and establish a framework to enable true interoperability between the various
components, equipment and systems used during well construction operations,
regardless of the provider
– Identify a mechanism (i.e. a ‘standards body’) whereby this framework can be
further developed and made available to industry for wide-spread use
• This was accomplished in May 2020, with the creation of the OSDU D-WIS
Program
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The OSDU D-WIS Program Vision
» Seamless connectivity of equipment and systems deployed for the
well construction phase
» Maximizing the effectiveness of automated detection, advisory and
control applications
» ‘Augmenting’ the execution of the well program – delivering a high
quality well that fulfills its requirements - for its intended life
» More effective integration of well construction with other domains in
the E&P lifecycle - accelerating our digital transformation
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The OSDU D-WIS Program – Status Nov 2020
» The OSDU D-WIS Program was created in May 2020
» Program and work group leadership roles filled
» 50+ SME’s are now in place in three work groups
– Representing ~25 E&P companies (from the OSDU Forum Membership)
– Work groups and leads meet weekly
– ‘Work streams’ have also been established, which also meet weekly

» D-WIS ‘Industry Engagement Group’
– Enables engagement between all industry groups/individuals working on
interoperability, data quality, and drilling systems automation-related topics
– Collaboration site set up in Microsoft® Teams
– Open to anyone – free of charge
– Meets monthly
• Bi-monthly with the OSDU D-WIS Program
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Offsite
Environment

The OSDU D-WIS Program: Work Groups and Scope
Operator / Other Remote Sites

CLOUD

Work Group 3:
Future Scope

Work Group 4:

Rig-site Environment

Outside of D-WIS
Scope

EDGE Architecture (Drilling)

•

Define the architecture and main components/services for the ‘OSDU
Edge’ reference implementation for a Drilling Rig, deployed during the
well construction phase

•

Provide the reference specifications and implementations for different
levels of hardware, where OSDU Edge software can land and be
managed during the lifecycle

Work Group 1: Rig-Site Well Construction Data
•

Focuses on seamless integration of all data providers/consumers at the rig-site,
and transport of data to/from offsite environments

•

Develop the reference architecture for a ‘Rig-Site Connectivity Framework’ (RCF)

•

Standardize process and data models for well construction operations

Work Group 2:
Rig Operating System Interfaces
•

Focuses on connectivity between Process
Supervisory Control Systems (PSCS) and Rig
Operating Systems (ROS) in use today

•

Investigate the various approaches being taken

•

Develop standardized interface(s) between the
RCF and the Rig Operating Systems - fostering
both interoperability and innovation

Onsite 3rd Party Services, Data Acquisition Systems (DAQ’s), etc.
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Rig
Operating
System /
(Rig Control
System)

Closing
» How can I get involved?
– For more information on the OSDU™ D-WIS Program, or the
D-WIS ‘Industry Engagement Group’:
• Contact: darryl.fett@total.com

– For more information on the OSDU™ Forum:
• Visit: https://www.opengroup.org/osdu/forum-homepage

– To join the OSDU Forum:
• Contact: Mike Hickey m.hickey@opengroup.org
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Thank You!
Q&A

Energy (Data) Platform = OSDU
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